
English Practice Test
Grade : 7

1. Rearrange the following sentences in the correct order:
a) keeps life
b) self-motivation
c) in its
d) positive path

A. b-a-c-d B. d-a-c-d C. b-c-a-d D. c-a-b-d

2. Complete the following Proverb Phrase:
Experience is the best ___________.

A. Preacher B. Teacher C. Knowledge D. Time

3. Choose the correct option to fill in the blank with collective nouns:
A ______ of cute little girls wearing blue dresses performed at the Annual Day function.

A. bevy B. groups C. family D. gang

4. Select the Synonym of the word given below:
Covenant

A. Help B. Responsible C. Agreement D. Cooperation

5. Complete the following Proverb Phrase:
He who follows two hares_____________.

A. Catches neither B. Catches either C. Catches both D. Catches all of them

6. Rearrange the following sentences in the correct order:
a) in the tropics
b) does not
c) grow easily
d) the bananas

A. b-a-c-d B. d-b-c-a C. c-a-b-d D. d-c-b-a

7. Choose the correct option to fill in the blank with the correct form of nouns:
Drinking __________ water in summers is essential for your health and it keeps the body hydrated.

A. lot of B. a large amount of C. enough D. plenty of

8. Complete the following Proverb Phrase:
An empty vessel ___________.

A. Is costlier B. Is cheaper C. makes no noise D. makes much noise.

9. Choose the correct option to fill in the blank with collective nouns:
We saw young ________ of eagles in their nest with mother eagle on the mountain edge, while we were on tracking.

A. baby B. aeries C. family D. flock
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10. Choose the correct option to fill in the blank with collective nouns:
Indonesia has an____________ of islands.

A. area B. ambush C. anthology D. archipelago

11. Select the option with the correct spelling from the given words:

A. Exersion B. Exarsion C. Exertion D. Exercion

12. Select the option with the correct spelling from the given words:

A. Ambience B. Ambeance C. Ambianse D. Ambeanse

13. Select the option with the correct spelling from the given words:

A. Alecrity B. Alacretie C. Alaecrity D. Alacrity

14. Rearrange the following sentences in the correct order:
a) problems easily
b) any mathematical
c) solve
d) Yugnesh can

A. a-c-b-d B. b-a-d-c C. d-c-a-b D. d-c-b-a

15. Complete the following Proverb Phrase:
_________ Can’t be choosers.

A. Children B. People C. Beggars D. Drifters

16. Select the Synonym of the word given below:
Combat

A. Defence B. Battle C. Aggressive D. Angry

17. Rearrange the following sentences in the correct order:
a) our diet with
b) we must balance
c) for healthy living
d) all required nutrients

A. c-b-d-a B. b-c-a-d C. c-b-a-d D. a-d-c-b

18. Select the Synonym of the word given below:
Riddle

A. Games B. Health C. Activity D. Brainteaser

19. Select the option with the correct spelling from the given words:

A. Airobics B. Aerobics C. Arobicks D. Aerobicks

20. Select the Synonym of the word given below:
Cater

A. Accommodate B. Organising C. Accompany D. Festival
                                                                

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


